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Are you keeping your fingers crossed for something new from HTC? Well, your wait is over. HTC is
going to unveil its new creation in big Barcelona event, Mobile World Congress. Various news
agencies have already received invitations for press events of the new HTC smart phones. Rumors
are doing round in the gadget world that HTC Edge will come to surface in the MWC press
conference on 26th February 2012. Along with the revelation of the Edge, HTC Ville, an 8 mm tablet
like phone, powered by 1.5GHz processor is also on the docket.

HTC disclosing its future plans tells that they are planning to introduce smaller but more flexible
products line in 2012 and coming soon Edge and Ville devices will play main role in their high end
offerings. In spite of the fact, the devices are not out in the market as yet, we have got to know a
number of their goody-goody features. Just have a look on what we have got to know.

The edge sports a 4.7 inch, 720p AMOLED screen which promises to offer you eye capturing
imagery. The screen of the phone is armored with optical lamination which presents the screen
floating, but it protects the screen from air and dust as well. Furthermore, it runs on Tegra 3
processor, ensuring a good flagship. The processor of the Edge is supported by a gigantic RAM for
on board storage. However, Micro SD card will be needed for desired space into the device. On the
top of it, it amazes onlookers by its 8.8 mm thin body that is not expected from a powerful mobile
phone like this. Above all, the smart phone also incorporates Near Field Communication (NFC) and
a large 1800 mAh battery for longer performance.

The phone is also a good device to shoot clear and bright pictures as well as video clips, for it has
inbuilt 8 mega pixels camera and 720p recorder. Music fans would also love to own the phone for it
comes with Beats Audio and a train of multi media features. On the other hand, the Ville replacing
the HTC Sensation xe deals  www.htcsensationxedeals.co.uk that created waves in the European
market in 2011 is expected to be mainstream model with routine applications. To explore with the
devices, letâ€™s wait till 26th February 2012. 
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